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Introduction
We introduce a framework based on variational 
inference for motion planning in robotics, built 
using sparse Gaussian processes and pathwise 
conditioning. We generate a distribution of viable 
motion paths for the robot, taking into account self 
and object collisions. This is done by incorporating 
these constraints into the evidence lower bound 
used by the variational approximation. We then use 
pathwise conditioning to sample trajectories that 
can be evaluated and differentiated at arbitrary 
time points without further interpolation. The 
framework unifies optimization-based and 
probabilistic-inference-based planners.

ELBO Optimization
● Pathwise conditioning for 

(negative) ELBO minimization

Figure 1: vGPMP (ours, left) and GPMP2 motion 
plans (middle), illustration of uncertainty (right)

Grasping Alignment Sim-to-Real Transfer

Figure 2: Randomly sampled motion plan 
trajectory for grasping a can

Figure 3: Randomly sampled motion plan 
trajectory executed on a real robot
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Pathwise Conditioning
for Motion Planning

● Posterior consists of actual random 
trajectories: these can be sampled 
first, then evaluated at arbitrary 
time points later, without additional 
stochasticity or interpolation

● Motion plans can be conditioned 
to go through arbitrary locations 
at arbitrary time points

● Sample u, conditionally sample f,
then evaluation collision likelihood of motion paths

● Customizable likelihood: accommodates most constraints supported by other planners
● Works with general kernels: does not rely on specialized computational techniques, like 

those for kernels arising from stochastic differential equations used in prior work

Framework
● Unifies optimization-based and 

probabilistic-inference-based motion planning 
via variational inference

● Inducing points act as waypoints which control 
locations through which robot moves

Features
● Supports equality-based constraints (such as 

goal states), inequality-based constraints 
(such as joint limits), and soft constraints (such 
as collision avoidance)

● Simple and straightforward implementation
● Uncertainty: trajectory samples, error bars

● Path smoothness properties controlled by kernel

Uncertainty


